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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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v3.0.51 (11/11/2020)

Email for Temperature Out of Tolerance alerts

updated

(CA-208)

For COMMANDassurance users, the email alert sent when the Temperature Out of Tolerance
Alert is triggered now includes the Age value. The Age value is the number of minutes from the time

the vehicle is fully loaded to the time the temperature alert is triggered.

COMMANDassurance requirements adjusted (CA-228)

For COMMANDassurance users, the Engine Diagnostics license is no longer required for the

assembly to work properly. Previously, the Engine Diagnostics license inSite Settingswas
required for probe data to be received in TrackIt.

Batched / Fully Mixed time limit configurable (CA-423)

COMMANDassurance usersmay now configure the time limit for obtaining theBatched / Fully
Mixed values that will appear in theBatch Summary report. Thismeans customers can now adjust
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the window of time in which the valuesmust be obtained from the probe after the FullyMixed status

is reached. To configure the time limit go to Settings > Sensor > System Settings. In

the Fully Mixed Slump Time Limit field, enter the desired length of time in seconds. (e.g. entering
300 secondswouldmean the valuemust be obtained within 5minutes of reaching the FullyMixed

status).

Unauthorized Pour report added (FEL-1589)

A new Unauthorized Pour report was added for truckswith the TrackIt Delivery CycleMonitoring
assembly. This report displays instanceswhen a truck begins to discharge outside of the expected

pouring hotspot. Filters exist to display pouring instances based on Equipment, Last Plant,

Customers, Jobs, and Distance Threshold from intended pour site (Job Hotspot).

TrackIt Delivery Cycle Monitoring terminology

added

(FEL-1661)

In the TrackIt WebConsole, anywording using the outdated name for the TrackIt Delivery Cycle

Monitoring assembly has been replaced with the current name. References to the DrumRotation

Sensor itself have been retained where appropriate.
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Corrections
The following tickets are improvements upon unexpected user experiences for amore fluid and

productive experience throughout TrackIt.

Fully Mixed Time value not appearing (CA-219)

Corrected behavior:

For customers of COMMANDassurance, the Fully Mixed Time time stamp value will now be

populated in theView Ticket dialog screen.

Previous behavior:

The FullyMixed Time time stamp value in theView Ticket dialog window did not populate. This

occurred as a result of moving FullyMixed logic from the server to the probe.

Maintenance Bundle web service pulls null

value

(FEL-1446)

Corrected behavior:

TheMaintenance Bundle web service no longer pulls a null value and integrateswith fleet

maintenance systems as expected.

Previous behavior:

TheMaintenance Bundle web service would pull a null value. This occurrence caused integration

with fleet maintenance systems to work incorrectly.
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